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Abstract-An axiomatic definition of Shannon’s entropy H is suggested under the assumption that 
it is an analytic function. From the two simple axioms given, H = - Cpk log pk follows in a 
straightforward manner. 
1. NOTATIONS 
Many axiomatic definitions of entropy have been suggested in the literature during the last four 
decades [l-3], we consider the one given here to be particularly simple. First, we explain the 
notations used in the sequel. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
g; 
(6) 
(7) 
Z = [%ij] : a matrix of order m x n with complex elements. As is conventional, we have 
used i for row index and j for column index and this convention is invariably adhered to 
in what follows. 
P = [pij] : a matrix of order m x n with nonnegative real elements adding up to 1, called 
distribution matrix. 
H[zij] : the same as H(Z). 
P = [pi] : a column matrix. 
Hlpi] : the same as H(p). 
qk = [qkj] : a row matrix. 
H[qkj] : the Same as H(qk). 
2. AXIOMATIC DEFINITION 
For the definition of entropy we want an analytic function H[zij] such that its restriction H[pij] 
satisfies the following conditions. 
Axiom .Z : H[pij] = f( ) ‘f 11 c , 1 a nonzero pii’s are equal to c, where f(z) is an analytic function 
with f(1/2) = 1. 
Axiom 2 : H[pij] = H[pi] i- cr=l pk H[qkj] where pi = cy=, pij and qkj = pkj/pk. 
THEOREM. H[pi] = - C& Pk log pk where logarithm is to the base 2. 
PROOF. Let pij = l/mn. Then pi = l/m, qkj = pkj/pk = l/n, snd by Axiom 1, H[pii] = 
f Wmn). 
By Axiom 2, 
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f($)=24 
.f($)=kf(i) 
f ($-) =k f (;) =k=-log($). 
The values of f(z) and -log z coincide at an infinite number of points converging to zero. Since 
both logz and f( z ) are analytic functions, they must be the same. Thus, f (2) = -log I. 
NOW, consider a distribution matrix [pi] where the pi’s are rational numbers. Let all pi’s have 
the same denominator M. Now construct a distribution matrix [pij] of order m x .S where s is 
the value of the highest numerator among all pi’s. Give the value l/M for the first piM elements 
of the jth row of the matrix and the value zero for the rest. For this matrix, nonzero pij’s and 
qkj’s are Pij = l/M and qkj = pkj/pk = l/Mpk. 
By Axiom 2, 
H[pij] = H[pi] + 2 pk H[qkj] 
k=l 
f(d) =WPiI+~Pk f (&) 
k=l 
logM=Hbi]+epk log pk+gpk lOgM 
k=l k=l 
m 
Hbil = -c Pk 1% pk e 
k=l 
Since H[zij] is analytic, it follows that 
H[pi] = -e Pk 1% 
k=l 
Pk 
even for irrational values of pi. 
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